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Abstract
Background: In recent years there has been recognition that recovery is a journey that involves the
growth of recovery capital. Thus, recovery capital has become a commonly used term in addiction
treatment and research yet its operationalization and measurement has been limited. Due to these
limitations, there is little understanding of long-term recovery pathways and their clinical
application.
Methods: We used the data of 546 participants from eight different recovery residences spread
across Florida, USA. We calculated internal consistency for recovery capital and wellbeing, then
assessed their factor structure via confirmatory factor analysis. The relationships between time,
recovery barriers and strengths, wellbeing and recovery capital, as well as the moderating effect of
gender, were estimated using structural equations modelling.
Results: The proposed model obtained an acceptable fit (χ² (141, N = 546) = 533.642, p < .001;
CMIN/DF = 3.785; CFI = 0.915; TLI = 0.896; RMSEA = 0.071). Findings indicate a pathway to
recovery capital that involves greater time in residence ('retention'), linked to an increase in
meaningful activities and a reduction in barriers to recovery and unmet needs that, in turn, promote
recovery capital and positive wellbeing. Gender differences were observed.
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Conclusions: We tested the pathways to recovery for residents in the recovery housing population.
Our results have implications not only for retention as a predictor of sustained recovery and
wellbeing but also for the importance of meaningful activities in promoting recovery capital and
wellbeing.
Keywords: Recovery Capital, Wellbeing, Recovery Barriers, Meaningful Activities, Structural
Equation Modelling, Multi-group Analysis.

1. Introduction
In recent years, there has been a gradual transition from an exclusively clinical definition of
addiction recovery to something broader, incorporating not only control over substance use but also
global health and active participation in communities (Betty Ford Institute Consensus Group, 2007;
UK Drug Policy Commission, 2008). Following mental health recovery, there has also been
increasing interest in differentiating between observable changes (substance use, offending, etc.)
and experiential processes (such as changes in identity, quality of life and a sense of hope and
belonging; Slade, 2010). Further, there is recognition that recovery is a journey and not an event,
and that it takes around five years before recovery can be regarded as self-sustaining (Dennis et al.,
2005, 2007). This concept of a journey was originally considered in terms of reduced likelihood of
relapse (White, 2009) but has been reframed as involving the growth of recovery capital (Granfield
and Cloud, 2001), defined as the sum of resources that an individual can draw on to support their
recovery pathway. As individuals progress through their recovery journey, so recovery capital
should increase, which is likely to augment the chances of ongoing remission (Kelly and Hoeppner,
2015). Best and Laudet (2010) have argued that there are three domains for recovery capital personal capital (qualities such as self-esteem and resilience), social capital (based on the networks
and supports that the individual can draw on) and community capital (referring to the resources
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from the local community that can be accessed such as reasonable housing, training and
employment opportunities).
This has prompted an increased interest in the idea of operationalising recovery capital. In 2013,
based on extensive piloting in Scotland and England, Groshkova, Best and White published a paper
reporting on the psychometrics of the Assessment of Recovery Capital (ARC). The 50-item
instrument showed strong internal properties and correlated well with measures of quality of life
and wellbeing.
However, there are limitations with the ARC as a standalone measure - it does not account for the
community recovery capital domain that Best and Laudet (2010) identified as central to
understanding long-term recovery pathways and it also offers little direction to addiction treatment
professionals or peer recovery champions identifying the next stages of an individual's recovery
journey, and so its application in treatment and recovery community organisations has been
limited. For this reason, Best et al. (2016a; see also Best et al., 2016b) have developed the RECCAP as a recovery capital battery of measures to create a more holistic assessment of recovery
barriers and strengths, and that creates a profile that informs subsequent recovery care planning.
A critical question involves how this recovery intervention is designed to generate lasting effects
(see Walton, 2014; Wilson, 2011) that become embedded in the structure of people’s lives
(see Kenthirarajah & Walton, 2015). Prior research has shown that retention in recovery residences
contributes to continued abstinence (French et. al, 1993), albeit with gender differences (Brady &
Ashley, 2005; Marsh et al., 2004), and also creates the conditions to gain useful employment skills
(Gómez et al., 2014), which in turn is a favourable factor in continued remission (Platt, 1995). In
other words, retention in recovery residences provides residents with opportunities to redevelop
purpose and identity that benefits their selves and (re)connects them to the world beyond the self
(see Burrow & Hill, 2011; Damon et al., 2003; Yeager & Bundick, 2009; Yeager et al., 2012).
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Building on Lewin’s (1943) field-theory analysis, the present study argues that recovery is initiated
by first targeting people's meaningful activities (identified in the REC-CAP as employment,
education and volunteering) yet we also appreciate that multiple, interrelated forces influence the
individual within a force field at any moment. Therefore, a lasting change will be the consequence
of an equilibrium of forces between meaningful activities and context-specific barriers and needs.
Thus, the present study proposes a dose effect by which the longer the stay in recovery residences,
the higher the increase in meaningful activities, and the lower the number of barriers to recovery
(identified in the REC-CAP as accommodations risk, substance use, criminal justice involvement
and lack of meaningful activities) and unmet needs (identified in the REC-CAP as help-seeking
regarding drug treatment services, alcohol treatment services, mental health services, housing
support, employment services, primary healthcare services and family relationships), resulting in
increased recovery capital that may foster wellbeing. Since there are fundamental differences in
pathways to recovery for men and women, with stronger effects of self-help participation on
recovery for the latter (Grella et al., 2008), a second objective was to assess whether and to what
extent gender was a moderating variable. Thus, the current paper examines three primary research
questions:
1. What are the psychometric properties of the REC-CAP regarding its internal consistency
and the relationships between observable variables and their underlying constructs
(structure of recovery capital and wellbeing)?
2. In a population of participants from recovery residences, what are the effects of recovery
enablers (time in residence and meaningful activities) and recovery weaknesses (barriers
and unmet needs) on recovery capital and wellbeing?
3. Are there gender differences in the pathways to recovery for residents in the recovery
housing population?
4

2. Methods
2.1 Participants
The eight recovery residences addressed in this study are spread across Florida and are all certified
members of the Florida Association of Recovery Residences - FARR (USA), an accreditation body
for recovery residences. FARR is an affiliate of

the National Alliance for Recovery

Residences (NARR), which has established a national standard for recovery residence certification.
NARR's standard is built upon the Social Model of Recovery Philosophy (SMRP) and emphasises
gaining experiential knowledge, connection and peer support as the basic elements to create the
framework for recovery (Wright, 1990). All recruit from either community treatment or criminal
justice agencies and require abstinence, mutual aid meeting attendance, the acquisition or
maintenance of meaningful employment and contribution to the wellbeing and upkeep of the
residence.
There are similarities, with some nuances and heterogeneity, between the residences. First, all of
them require residents to remain sober during their stay in the house. Second, attendance at 12-step
meetings is considered and encouraged, yet it is not always mandated. Third, stays are usually
long-term (more than 30 days), with some residences establishing curfews that usually depend on
the stage of recovery. While some residences rely on Intensive Outpatient Programs (e.g., Life in
Progress), others focus on Group Therapy (e.g., Sunset House) or Empowerment Models (e.g., The
Transition House). Likewise, there is heterogeneity within residences. For example, Safe Haven
offers Partial Hospitalization, Intensive Outpatient Program (IOP), Outpatient (OP), and Individual
Therapy. Finally, only The Transition House offers a Veterans Program, and only Avenues 12 is
exclusive for women.
Participants were recruited through residence unit managers and were asked to complete the survey
on a single occasion on a confidential basis, either alone or as a structured research interview
5

administered by the unit manager, depending on the agreement reached between the project team
and the service. Participants in the study were 546 people resident in one of eight recovery
residences and so would have already completed any acute addictions treatment that they required
(e.g., detoxification), and who agreed to take part in this study. . The sample, evaluated once, was
made up of 427 men, 114 women, and 5 people who did not report their gender, with an age range
of 17 to 72 (M = 33.42, SD = 11.17). About 23% of participants reported substance use within the
previous three months (see Appendix for further details).
2.2. Measures
2.2.1. Demographic information: Demographic information collected included age, gender,
ethnicity, time in residence, and meaningful activities. Meaningful activities, adapted from the
Treatment Outcome Profile (TOP; Delgadillo et al., 2013), were assessed by four dichotomous
("Yes" or "No") items ("Are you currently working full-time?", "Are you currently working parttime?", "Are you currently at college or university or in other form of education, including on-line
course work?", "Are you currently volunteering?"). A composite score was calculated (Mdn = 1), a
lower score indicating less meaningful activities.
2.2.2. Barriers to recovery: A total number of five barriers, also adapted from the TOP (Delgadillo
et al., 2013), were considered and measured using dichotomous ("Yes" or "No") items: (1)
Accommodation risk, which was assessed by a composite of perceived risk of eviction and acute
housing problems in the past 3 months; (2) any substance use in the past 90 days; (3) any risk
taking (i.e. drug injecting); (4) any involvement with the criminal justice system (offending); (5)
lack of meaningful activities (training or employment).
2.2.3. Services involvement and needs: This scale, which was developed for the REC-CAP and is
not based on established measures, examined three themes: (a) Service involvement ("Are you
6

currently engaged with this kind of service?"), (b) Satisfaction with the service ("If you are, are you
satisfied with the service you are getting?"), (c) Unmet needs ("Do you need help or additional help
in this area?"). Each theme was assessed for seven help-seeking domains ("Drug treatment
services", "Alcohol treatment services", "Mental health services", "Housing support",
"Employment services", "Primary healthcare services", "Family relationships"), whose response
scale was dichotomous ("Yes" or "No"). A composite score was calculated per theme (Mdninvolvement
= 3; Mdnsatisfaction = 7; Mdnunmet needs = 0), a lower score indicating, respectively, less involvement,
satisfaction, and unmet needs.
2.2.4. Recovery capital: Recovery capital was assessed using the 50-item Assessment of Recovery
Capital (ARC; Groshkova, Best, & White, 2013). The personal aspect of the ARC (α = .88)
included five sub-scales each with five items for recovery experience, global health
(psychological), global health (physical), coping and life-functioning, and risk taking. The social
aspect of the ARC (α = .84) comprises five sub-scales of five items for meaningful activities,
housing and safety, citizenship/community involvement, substance use and sobriety, and social
support. These results are in line with those of the original paper (see Groshkova, Best, & White,
2013), whose test-retest reliability yielded a substantial intra-class correlation coefficient for the
ARC total score (ICC = 0.61).
2.2.5. Wellbeing rulers: Adapted from the World Health Organization's quality of life assessment
(WHOQOL-BREF; Skevington, Lotfy, O'Connell, 2004), perceived quality of life and satisfaction
was assessed by five items ("How good is your psychological health?", "How good is your physical
health?", "How would you rate your overall quality of life?", "How would you rate the quality of
your accommodation?", "How would you rate your support network?"). The response scaled from
0 (poor) to 20 (good).
2.3. Analysis
7

2.3.1. Statistical techniques
2.3.1.1. Preliminary analyses were conducted using SPSS Statistics 24. First, Cronbach's alphas as
a measure of internal consistency for both recovery capital and wellbeing were calculated to assess
how much the items on each scale were measuring the same underlying dimension. Also, inter-item
correlations were calculated for each subscale of the ARC (i.e., (a) Personal recovery capital: 1)
REC - Recovery Experience, 2) PSY - Psychological Health, 3) PHY - Physical Health, 4) RISK Risk Taking, 5) COPE - Coping and Life functioning; (b) Social recovery capital: 6) MA Meaningful Activities, 7) SUS - Substance Use & Sobriety, 8) SS - Social Support, 9) HS Housing & Safety, 10) CIT - Citizenship.) to determine whether multiple items within each subdimension of the ARC could be condensed into a composite. Secondly, an Exploratory Factor
Analysis (EFA) was run, with Maximum Likelihood as the method of factoring and an oblique
rotation, to determine whether recovery capital can be condensed into a single latent trait. Finally, a
one-way ANOVA with Games-Howell post hoc test explored all possible pairwise comparisons in
wellbeing between the eight residences.
2.3.1.2. Four Confirmatory Factor Analyses (CFA) were conducted using AMOS 24. The models
tested included a single-factor model (wellbeing), as well as a hierarchical factorial structure (ARC
scale) with a single second-order factor and two first-order factors. In both cases a simple structure
CFA model was first tested. Next, each model was revised and re-specified by allowing correlated
errors. The assessment of which errors should be correlated was based on the modification indices
provided by AMOS, which are estimations that are attached to a fixed parameter and assess by how
much the chi-square value will be reduced if the parameter is set free. Stemming from this, we only
correlated errors for which there was a theoretical rationale, as follows.
2.3.1.2.1. Wellbeing rulers: covariance was applied on residuals of a) psychological and physical
health, since both constructs are interconnected and influence each other (Prince et al., 2007); b)
8

quality of life and quality of accommodation, given that both aspects are associated (Nelson et al.,
2005); and c) quality of accommodation and support network, on the basis that interpersonal and
community resources predict housing stability (Aubry et al., 2016).
2.3.1.2.2. Recovery capital (ARC; Groshkova, Best, & White, 2013): covariance was applied on
residuals of a) risk taking and coping and life functioning, since coping styles are associated with
risk-taking behaviours (Khodarahimi and Fathi, 2016); b) recovery experience and citizenship,
given that the former construct includes engagement with a network and having a purpose in life
whereas the latter construct involves belonging to a community and contributing to others' purposes
in their lives; and c) citizenship and housing and safety, on the basis that housing underpins
citizenship (Nelson et al., 2012) and community participation (Rowe et al., 2001).
2.3.1.3. Structural Equation Modelling - Maximum Likelihood Estimation (SEM-MLE) was used
to determine the relation between (a) observable indicators: time in residence, meaningful
activities, barriers and unmet needs; (b) ARC scale; and (c) wellbeing. Then, a multiple-group
analysis assessed whether the same SEM model was applicable for males as well as females
(Multigroup modelling). This comparison tested for invariance across genders, which was defined
with three degrees of stringency (as recommended by Byrne, 2001) and was examined with the χ2
difference test and the ΔCFI. However, the former statistic is greatly sensitive to the sample size
and less sensitive to a lack of invariance than ΔCFI (Cheung & Rensvold, 2002; Meade et al.,
2008). In contrast, ΔCFI adjusts for the effect of the sample size by considering model degrees of
freedom, which is a proxy for model size, and indicates invariance if its value is less than .01
(Cheung & Rensvold, 2002; Meade et al., 2008). Furthermore, when the sample size is greater than
200 and the ΔCFI indicates invariance significant χ2 can be disregarded (Meade et al., 2008).
Therefore, we concluded that ΔCFI outperforms the χ2, and thus we focused on the ΔCFI results.
2.3.2. Imputation of missing data
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Treatment of missing data relied on the full information maximum likelihood (FIML) method and a
stochastic regression imputation (Little & Rubin, 2002) - an option implemented in AMOS 24 for
Windows 7. Briefly, this strategy combines available information in the dataset with statistical
assumptions, sets the unknown model parameters equal to their maximum-likelihood estimates, and
draws at random from the conditional distribution of the missing values given the observed values
to impute values for each case.

3. Results
3.1. Psychometric properties and structure of Recovery Capital and Wellbeing
3.1.1. Psychometric properties
3.1.1.1 Internal consistency: Wellbeing in this study had a satisfactory level of internal consistency,
as determined by a Cronbach's alpha of .78. This means that there is a high homogeneity between
the items that make up the composite score of wellbeing, since each of these items correlates with
each of the other items, and therefore the measure of wellbeing is reliable. Likewise, excellent
internal consistency was also obtained for the ARC scale in the current study (α = .91). Regarding
the sub-dimensions of the ARC, 74% of the inter-item correlations ranged from .2 to .4 (as
recommended by Briggs & Cheek 1986), which implies an optimal level of homogeneity between
the items of each sub-dimension.
3.1.1.2. Exploratory Factor Analysis: Visual inspection of the scree plot to assess the factor
structure of the 50 ARC items indicated that one factor should be retained, which explained 25.6%
of the total variance. These results, which are compatible with those of the original study (see
Groshkova, Best and White, 2013), suggest that personal and social recovery capital can and
should be condensed into a single latent trait.
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3.1.1.3. Confounders of wellbeing: A one-way ANOVA determined that wellbeing was statistically
significantly different between the eight residences, Welch's F(7, 72.125) = 3.713, p < .01. GamesHowell post hoc analysis revealed statistically significant differences in wellbeing between
Avenues 12 residents (M = 87.13, SD = 10.66) and those of a) The Transition House (M = 80.09,
SD = 16.07), a mean difference of 7.04, SE= 2.03, p = .019; and b) Trinity by Traditions (M =
75.18, SD = 10.66), a mean difference of 11.95, SE= 3.40, p = .021
3.1.2. Structure of Recovery Capital and Wellbeing
3.1.2.1. Wellbeing: A single-factor solution based on five dimensions of quality of life and
satisfaction was first tested (Model A1). The results returned relatively poor CFI values and
inadmissible CMIN/DF, TLI and RMSEA values (see Table 1). Given that the criteria for allowing
correlated errors were met, the model was re-specified (Model A2) based on both the statistical
(modification indices) and theoretical grounds. As can be seen in Table 1, all fit indices for the respecified model (Figure 1) were within the expected range.
3.1.2.2. Recovery Capital: A hierarchical factorial structure with two first-order factors and a
second-order factor was tested (Model B1). Identification at the upper-level of the model was
ensured by constraining equals and to a non-zero value both first-order disturbance terms. This
model revealed satisfactory CFI and TLI values but rather poor CMIN/DF and RMSEA values (see
Table 2). Nevertheless, given that the two latter fit indices were higher than desired, and the
criteria for allowing correlated errors were met, the model was re-specified (Model B2) on the basis
of theoretical grounds and modification indices. The final re-specified solution (Figure 2) showed
an improvement in the model parameters, and all fit indexes were within an acceptable range (see
Table 2).
3.2. Effects of recovery enablers and weaknesses on Recovery Capital and Wellbeing
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Once the recovery capital and wellbeing structures were assessed, we examined how time in
residence influenced the relationship between overcoming barriers and needs as a necessary step to
developing recovery capital, and what the relationship was with general wellbeing. The proposed
model (Figure 3) obtained an acceptable fit (χ² (141, N = 546) = 533.642, p < .001; CMIN/DF =
3.785; CFI = 0.915; TLI = 0.896; RMSEA = 0.071). The results revealed that time in residence
resulted in significantly increased number of meaningful activities, and decreased barriers to
recovery that in turn were associated with lessening the number of unmet needs. Furthermore,
having more meaningful activities and fewer barriers and unmet needs proved to be a significant
pathway to developing the recovery capital that was associated with a significant improvement in
wellbeing.
3.3. Gender comparison in the pathways to recovery (multigroup modelling).
Having found statistically significant differences in wellbeing between the residents of Avenues 12,
all of whom are women and a) Trinity by Traditions, all of whom are men, and b) The Transition
House, which includes both men and women, we examined whether the same SEM model applied
across genders.
Firstly, we tested metric invariance. The results yielded Δχ2(12) = 23.803, p < .05 and ΔCFI = -.002.
Whereas the Δχ2 argues for non-invariance of the measurement model, the ΔCFI value contends
that the measurement model is invariant. This result suggests that both genders respond to the items
in a similar way, and therefore observed item differences are due to gender differences in the
underlying latent construct. We next tested for scalar invariance. At this level, we found evidence
for non-invariance as reported by Δχ2(15) = 133.037, p < .001 and ΔCFI = -.025. Thus, following
Byrne, Shavelson and Muthen (1989), the next task was to test for invariance relative to each
subscale separately, yielding evidence of non-invariance in (1) the citizenship and housing and
safety sub-dimensions of social recovery capital, as well as in (2) the quality of life, support
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network and quality of accommodation sub-dimensions of wellbeing. Therefore, we relaxed these
equality constraints and retested the model, which then yielded evidence of invariance: Δχ2(10) =
36.658, p < .001 and ΔCFI = -.006. These findings reveal that (a) individuals who have the same
score on the latent construct, personal recovery capital, would obtain the same score on the
observed sub-dimensions, regardless of their gender; (b) individuals who have the same score on
the latent construct, social recovery capital, would not obtain the same score on the citizenship and
housing and safety sub-dimensions because these are also gender-based; (c) individuals who have
the same score on the latent construct, wellbeing, would not obtain the same score on quality of
life, support network and quality of accommodation sub-dimensions as these are also gender-based.
Holding freely estimated the mentioned gender-based sub-dimensions (Table 3), the

final step

consisted of testing whether the factor were interrelated in the same way across genders. The
results (Figure 4) suggest that the regression paths in the specified model are equivalent between
genders: Δχ2(10) = 20.168, p < .05 and ΔCFI = -.002.

4. Discussion
4.1. Psychometric properties and Structure of Recovery Capital and Wellbeing
The REC-CAP has shown strong psychometric properties, building on the previously reported
findings of the Assessment of Recovery Capital (Groshkova, Best and White, 2013) and so
suggesting the utility of the instrument in both research and recovery residence settings (with the
latter suggesting application in a broader range of recovery support services). Furthermore, analysis
confirmed a hierarchical factorial structure made up of a second-order factor (recovery capital
total), composed of the two first-order factors: (1) personal recovery capital composed of recovery
experience, psychological health, physical health, risk taking, and coping and life functioning; and
(2) social recovery capital, comprising meaningful activities, substance use and sobriety, social
support, housing and safety, and citizenship. Likewise, analysis for the wellbeing rulers (adapted
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from Skevington, Lofty, O'Connell, 2004), revealed a single-factor (wellbeing), linked to support
network, quality of accommodation, quality of life, physical health, and psychological health. The
ability of recovery capital to predict wellbeing was also confirmed, suggesting that this construct is
associated with positive wellbeing in a recovery residence population. This is reflected in the
standardized path coefficient when considering the direct effect of total recovery capital on
wellbeing.

4.2. Effects of recovery enablers and weaknesses on Recovery Capital and Wellbeing
Our core aim in this study was to test the hypothesis that the longer participants spent in recovery
residences, the better their recovery enablers and the less salient would be the barriers to recovery
(observed variables), thereby increasing recovery capital that in turn would enhance wellbeing
(latent variables). In line with this hypothesis, our results suggest that the recovery journey requires
more than spending time as residents. Instead, this study suggests significant mediational effects of
both meaningful activities and addressing acute barriers to recovery on recovery capital. These
findings parallel the work done with Oxford Houses (i.e., Jason and Ferrari, 2010; Jason, Davis,
and Ferrari, 2007), which suggests that length of stay is related to better outcomes if it is long
enough to provide an adequate dose of recovery resources. Stemming from this, we argue that
recovery-oriented services should focus on building recovery capital by developing meaningful
activities (e.g. employment and education, as well as volunteering and community engagement)
because this may be necessary to build recovery capital through empowering individuals by
building skills and resources (with resulting improvements in self-esteem and self-efficacy), that
makes their time in residence meaningful and valuable. Moreover, while fulfilling unmet needs
remains significant to building up recovery capital and improves wellbeing, this study suggests that
a strengths-based recovery plan is essential based on building recovery resources through
meaningful activities, to kick-start personal and social capital and to generate wellbeing.
14

Conversely, in line with previous research (see Best and Laudet, 2010), our findings highlight the
role of time in residence as a basic requirement for addressing barriers and unmet needs to create
the space for building capital, thus acknowledging the importance of removing 'negative recovery
capital' factors (Cloud and Granfield, 2008) that act as barriers to recovery, which hinder the
satisfaction of needs.
4.3. Gender comparison in the pathways to recovery (multigroup modelling).
In this study, we also tested the moderating effect of gender. Our results show that both recovery
capital and wellbeing have the same meaning across groups. This is reflected in the constrained
factor loadings (measurement weights) equal across groups (invariance). However, our results also
found partial invariance of subscale intercepts. As noted above, women in our study tended to give
higher scores in responses to (a) the 'citizenship' and 'housing and safety' sub-dimensions of social
recovery capital, as well as in (b) the quality of life, support network and quality of accommodation
sub-dimensions of wellbeing. Gendered differences have been observed in prior studies. For
example, Kelly and Hoeppner (2013) argue that behaviour change for women is less associated
with changes in social networks and more to do with the growth in abstinence self-efficacy.
Likewise, women usually score lower in quality of life (Lev-Ran et al., 2012; Puigdollers et al.,
2004). Thus it could also be the case that specific norms apply to this group, thus "biasing" the
outcomes in their recovery journey.
After allowing for the mentioned partial invariance, this study does not find differences in any path
coefficient between males and females. While this means that the effect of increasing enablers and
removing barriers to recovery on building up recovery capital and wellbeing remains equivalent
across genders, it is noteworthy that meaningful activities became marginally significant when
analysing the results separately for males and females. We believe it is worth highlighting the
history of offending for males prior to engaging with treatment (NTA, 2010), while women's drug
15

use is more likely to be associated with a history of depression, physical health problems and
trauma caused by sexual abuse at the hands of men (Messina and Grella, 2006). Thus, we suggest
and leave open the question about whether there are generic meaningful activities that prompt
recovery capital regardless of gender, and suggest the need for further exploration of genderspecific meaningful activities that may differentially support recovery journeys.
4.4 Limitations and future research
In this study, we have assessed service involvement and needs with a bespoke scale, not previously
validated, whose aim is to assess what unique needs individuals are facing during their recovery
journey, as well as the extent to which the help received suffices to support the recovery journey.
However, this part of the instrument is not adapted from an existing validated scale, which leaves
unresolved the question of construct validity. On this matter, future research should consider
adapting an existing validated scale such as the adult version of the Camberwell Assessment of
Need (CAN; Slade et al., 1999), to assess clinical and social needs. Also related to validity issues,
the operationalization of the citizenship sub-dimension suggests that this measure should be
theoretically related to social networks, yet further investigation is needed to shed light on the
convergent validity between these two constructs. Likewise, more research is also needed to clarify
the convergent validity between quality of accommodation and housing and safety. Further
research is also needed to clarify whether and the extent to which the gender-specific norms that
our findings suggest are due to methodological flaws (i.e., men are overrepresented in population
surveys aimed at creating psychometrical tools), gender-specific recovery pathways (see Grella et
al., 2008), different socio-historical impact of their drug use (see Messina and Grella, 2006), or
idiosyncratic differences due to their socialization process as females.
A second limitation of this study is the inclusion of a voluntary sample. Although every individual
who was a resident of recovery residences was approached as a potential participant, the final
16

sample was made up of people who self-selected into the study, and we do not have data on
refusals to participate, although there were almost no failed completions or spoiled instruments.
Furthermore, it remains unknown how many people declined participating and the predictors of
non-participation, which posits a risk of volunteer bias and thus a challenge to the external validity
of our findings. This is important insofar as a biased sample might mislead the interpretation of the
association between predictors and outcomes of interest, thus failing to underpin the rationale for
an adequate care during the recovery journey. Future research should prioritise probability
sampling methods, such as anonymised stratified random sampling, which can be used to ensure
representativeness of a heterogeneous population. Likewise, the current study used cross-sectional
self-report measures, and so we do not have outcome assessments of the predicted models
developed. The incorporation of a longitudinal perspective assessing growth at multiple points in
time would help to evaluate temporal stability of recovery capital and the dynamics of wellbeing
changes over time, and this is something we plan to do in future studies in this population.
Subsequent publications will assess changes over time and will further attempt to link these to
objective measures of change.

5. Conclusions
The main contribution of this study is that it starts to identify mechanisms for how recovery capital
changes in recovery housing settings, with clear evidence of a retention effect mediated by
engagement in meaningful activities. The REC-CAP possesses good psychometric properties and
provides a solid basis for understanding long-term recovery pathways. Therefore, our findings
underpin the rationale for prospective social and health interventions, thus offering direction to
addiction treatment professionals, based on the repeated assessment of recovery resources and the
use of recovery capital profiles to build long-term recovery plans (Best et al., 2016a). The
implications for recovery-oriented treatment and support services are clear. If recovery capital is a
17

strength-based scientific way to map growth and change, it needs to be flexible enough to create
strengths-based recovery plans that take into account specific mechanisms for specific people, and
thus maximise recovery outcomes when charting individuals' growth and needs in their recovery
journey. This study also sets the ground for critically engaging with social policy issues. In
particular, it raises the notions of citizenship and quality of life as potential analytical tools to
critically examine how to articulate sustainable mechanisms to prevent and improve the social
situation of people transiting their recovery journey. Finally, this research provides evidence that
supports the need to consider gender in order to generate knowledge that could effectively guide
interventions and polices in the context of recovery.
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Table 1: Fit Indices for Confirmatory Factor Analyses of alternative wellbeing models

χ2

df

CMIN/DF

CFI

TLI

RMSEA

A1

103.394*

15

20.679

.880

.760

.190

A2

4.586

2

2.293

.997

.984

.049
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Table 2: Fit Indices for Confirmatory Factor Analyses of alternative recovery capital models

χ2

df

CMIN/DF

CFI

TLI

RMSEA

B1

242.478*

34

7.132

.929

.906

.106

B2

118.551*

31

3.824

.970

.957

.072
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Table 3: Differences between genders in the measurement intercepts (structural weights model).

Males

Personal
recovery
capital

Social
recovery
capital

Wellbeing

REC - Recovery Experience
PSY - Psychological Health
PHY - Physical Health
RISK - Risk Taking
COPE - Coping and Life
functioning
MA - Meaningful Activities
SUS - Substance Use &
Sobriety
SS - Social Support
HS - Housing & Safety
CIT - Citizenship
Support Network
Quality of Accommodation
Quality of Life
Physical Health
Psychological Health

Females

Estimate
4.673
4.435
4.423
4.052
3.816

P
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

Estimate
4.673
4.435
4.423
4.052
3.816

P
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

z-score
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

4.251
4.421

0.000
0.000

4.251
4.421

0.000
0.000

0.000
0.000

4.163
4.341
4.446
17.589
16.002
16.345
16.512
16.854

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

4.163
4.828
4.654
19.232
18.179
17.926
16.512
16.854

0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000
0.000

0.000
6.58***
2.502**
6.034***
6.645***
6.607***
0.000
0.000

Notes: *** p-value < 0.01; ** p-value < 0.05; * p-value < 0.10
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Figure 1: Confirmatory Factor Analysis of Quality of Life and Satisfaction (Wellbeing).

Note 1: Path coefficients are standardized estimates; all the regression coefficients are significant at the .05
level. Significant covariances are shown by double-arrowed solid lines.
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Figure 2: Confirmatory Factor Analysis of Recovery Capital.

Note 2: Path coefficients are standardized estimates; all the regression coefficients are significant at the .05
level. Significant covariances are shown by double-arrowed solid lines.
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Figure 3: Pathway to developing recovery capital and wellbeing.

Note 3: Path coefficients are standardized estimates; all the regression coefficients are significant at the .05
level. Significant covariances are shown by double-arrowed solid lines.
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Figure 4: Gender differences in pathways to developing recovery capital and wellbeing.

Note 4: Path coefficients are standardized estimates; all the regression coefficients are significant at the .05 level or
marginally significant at the .10 level (light grey coefficients). Significant covariances are shown by doublearrowed solid lines. Red borders indicate significant gender differences in the measurement intercepts.
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APPENDIX
A.1. Duration of stay
Descriptives
Time in residence (days)
95% Confidence
Interval for Mean
Std.
N

Mean

Deviation

Std. Error

Lower

Upper

Bound

Bound

Minimum

Maximum

Safe Haven

31

87.58

91.766

16.482

53.92

121.24

1

300

Trinity by

27

391.52

523.331

100.715

184.50

598.54

1

2373

Life in Progress

13

107.85

68.443

18.983

66.49

149.21

18

270

Good Works

93

104.20

117.426

12.177

80.02

128.38

1

481

6

40.83

37.552

15.331

1.42

80.24

7

104

95

158.95

138.555

14.215

130.72

187.17

4

635

37

251.27

230.859

37.953

174.30

328.24

8

910

218

143.76

164.113

11.115

121.85

165.67

1

1095

520

154.54

199.436

8.746

137.36

171.72

1

2373

Traditions

Recovery
Sunset House
Fellowship
Living
Avenues 12
The Transition
House
Total
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A.2. Age breakdown
Descriptives
Age
95% Confidence
Interval for Mean

N

Mean

Std.

Std.

Lower

Upper

Deviation

Error

Bound

Bound

Minimum

Maximum

Safe Haven

30

26.63

6.667

1.217

24.14

29.12

19

50

Trinity by

27

30.48

9.061

1.744

26.90

34.07

22

57

Life in Progress

13

21.31

3.326

.923

19.30

23.32

17

27

Good Works

97

27.90

9.116

.926

26.06

29.73

18

62

8

25.13

4.643

1.641

21.24

29.01

19

31

Fellowship Living

97

31.30

8.900

.904

29.51

33.09

19

60

Avenues 12

38

31.89

9.250

1.500

28.85

34.94

19

57

222

39.30

11.381

.764

37.79

40.80

20

72

532

33.42

11.174

.484

32.47

34.37

17

72

Traditions

Recovery
Sunset House

The Transition
House
Total

34

A.3. Gender breakdown
Crosstabulation
Count
Residence provider
Good
Safe

Trinity by

Life in

Works

Haven Traditions Progress Recovery
Gender Male

Sunset Fellowship Avenues Transition
House

Living

12

House

Total

28

28

13

60

8

75

0

215

427

3

0

2

38

0

24

38

9

114

31

28

15

98

8

99

38

224

541

Female
Total

The

A.4. Ethnicity breakdown

Crosstabulation
Count
Residence provider
Good
Safe

Trinity by

Life in

The

Works

Sunset Fellowship Avenues Transition

Haven Traditions Progress Recovery House
1.3

Living

12

House

Total

White

24

22

12

81

7

80

34

134

394

Ethnicity Black

1

0

0

4

0

7

0

62

74

Hispanic/Latino

2

2

1

4

0

4

1

15

29

Mixed

2

1

1

2

0

7

1

1

15

Other

1

2

1

4

1

0

1

5

15

30

27

15

95

8

98

37

217

527

Total

35

